RESOURCES

BOOKS


BLOGS and WEBSITES

Ghaheri, Bobby. DrGhaheri.squarespace.com http://drghaheri.squarespace.com/ (blog)


Kotlow, Lawrence. http://www.kiddsteeth.com/dental_topics.html#breastfeeding_health (website/blog)

Palmer, Brian. www.brianpalmerdds.com/bfeed_frenulums.htm (website)


ARTICLES (ONLINE AND JOURNAL)


RESOURCES


“Clinical Pearl: The Murphy Maneuver for diagnosing tongue tie”


VIDEOS


[https://drghaheri.squarespace.com/blog/2014/2/15/how-to-examine-a-baby-for-tongue-tie-or-lip-tie](https://drghaheri.squarespace.com/blog/2014/2/15/how-to-examine-a-baby-for-tongue-tie-or-lip-tie)